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KNITTING TECHNIQUE TIPS

1

READ YOUR PATTERN BEFORE BEGINNING TO KNIT.
Make a photocopy of the pattern (for personal use only)
so you can mark it up. First, look at the ﬁnished sizes and
determine which one is right for you. Use a highlighter and
mark all the numbers that are relevant to the size of the
ﬁnished project (Figure 1). This also gives you a chance to
read through the pattern and take note of things like “at
the same time” or “begin shaping”.

TIPS 17 TO 22 : FINISHING TIPS .............................................................................................. 13-15
Three tips for securing short ends. Place buttons and buttonholes evenly.
Make creative use of i-cords. Make cords for closures.
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Figure 1

Use post-it notes to help keep your place. Cover up the row
you just ﬁnished leaving the row you’re working exposed.
Move the post-it note down as you knit each row. And if
you color code your notes, you can place them under areas
you want to call out, such as “at the same time” (Figure 2).

Figure 2
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KNITTING TECHNIQUE TIPS
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PICK UP STITCHES EVENLY ON A CURVE OR ANGLE.

Here’s a tip for picking up stitches evenly around any curve
or straightaway. Take a measuring tape and lay it alongside
where you want to pick up stitches. Place a removable stitch
marker every inch. Remembering what your stitch gauge is
per inch, pick up that many stitches between each marker
(Figure 6). For example, if your stitch gauge is 4 sts=inch—
you’ll pick up 4 stitches between each marker.

MAKE YOUR GAUGE SWATCH.

If the pattern says the gauge is worked in the round, swatch in
the round. Make your gauge in the round, using the pattern
stitch called for, and then cut it open. Lay the swatch ﬂat and
measure your gauge (Figure 3).
Always swatch ﬁrst with the yarn(s) you’re considering using
before buying a bunch of yarn. Wash and block your swatch
before you take the gauge (that is, if that’s how you’re treating
the ﬁnished garment.)

Figure 6
Figure 3
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USE A DIFFERENT BIND-OFF THAN THE STANDARD ONE.
Delayed Bind-Off:

TAKE THE FEAR OUT OF RIPPING YOUR KNITTING WITHOUT
DROPPING A SINGLE STITCH.

See a mistake a few rows back? Use a much smaller-gauge
needle than the one you’re knitting with and pick up one loop
(right leg) of every single stitch straight across the row (Figure
4). Pay attention to the base of the loops as you’re doing so to
ensure you’re in the same row all the way across. Be careful not
to pick up extra stitches by splitting stitches. Once all the
stitches are picked up, pull out the knitting--all the loops are
now on your needle and none have been dropped (Figure 5).

Figure 4

Begin your bind-off as standard, but instead of dropping the
bound stitch from the left-hand needle (Figure 7), knit the
second stitch on your left-hand needle (Figure 8), then drop
both stitches from the left-hand needle. This method elongates the bound-off stitch. The only thing that’s different
from the standard bind-off is when you’re dropping the
stitch from your needle.

Figure 7

Figure 5
Figure 8
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WORKING WITH UNIQUE AND
SPECIAL YARNS
Firm-Edge Bind-Off (Also Good For Lace Edges):
To start, purl 2 stitches together at same time, purl one stitch, slip
both stitches back to left-hand needle (Figure 9) and purl them
together. You are working one stitch twice giving a stretchy and
sturdy edge.

6

USE STITCHES THAT SHOW OFF YARNS.

Figure 9

Use dropped or elongated stitches with basic yarns to show
off long ﬂoats. These stitches are also good for working with
ribbon and textured yarns.
(Figure 11)

Decorative Bind-Off:

Vertical Drop-Stitch (Multiple Of 8 Sts + 4)

Starting on the bind-off row, *knit cast-on 3 stitches in the ﬁrst
stitch, then bind off these stitches right away one stitch at a time.
Bind-off two more stitches*. Repeat between *s across the row
creating a decorative picot edge (Figure 10).
Figure 10

Preparation row, right side—K1, *p2, k1, yo, k1, p2, k2; rep
from *, end p2, k1.
Rows 1, 3, and 5 (wrong side)—P1, *k2, p2, k2, p3; rep from *,
end k2, p1.
Rows 2 and 4—K1, *p2, k3, p2, k2; rep from *, end p2, k1.
Row 6—K1, *p2, k1, drop next st off needle and unravel down
to the yo six rows below; k1, p2, k1, yo, k1; rep from *, end p2,
k1.
Rows 7, 9, and 11—P1, *k2, p3, k2, p2; rep from *, end k2, p1.
Rows 8 and 10—K1, *p2, k2, p2, k3; rep from *, end p2, k1.
Row 12—K1, *p2, k1, yo, k1, p2, k1, drop next st off needle and
unravel six rows down as before, k1; rep from *, end p2, k1.
Rep Rows 1-12.

Figure 11

(Figure 12)
Elongated Stitch (Multiple Of 10 Sts + 6)

Rows 1 and 2—Knit.
Row 3 (right side)—K6, *(yo) twice, k1, (yo) 3 times, k1, (yo)
4 times, k1, (yo) 3 times, k1, (yo) twice, k6; rep from *.
Row 4—Knit, dropping all yo’s off needle.
Rows 5 and 6—Knit.
Row 7—K1, rep from * of Row 3, end last rep k1 instead of k6.
Row 8—As Row 4.
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WORKING WITH UNIQUE AND
SPECIAL YARNS

ADD BEADS TO YOUR KNITTING.

There are a number of ways to add beading to your knitted
piece. Here are three to try:

(Figure 13)

Pre-String The Beads onto your yarn before knitting. You may

Interlaced Stitch (Multiple Of 8 Sts)

Rows 1-4—Knit.
Row 5—K1, * insert needle into the next st and wrap yarn 4
times around the needle, then knit the st withdrawing all the
wraps along with the needle. Rep from * on every st across
row to last st, ending k1.
Row 6—*Sl 8 sts wyib, dropping all extra wraps, thus forming
8 long sts on right-hand needle. Then insert left-hand needle
into the ﬁrst 4 of these 8 long sts and pass them over the
second 4 sts. Then return all sts to left-hand needle and knit
the 8 sts in this crossed order, the 2nd 4 ﬁrst and the original
4 next. Rep from * on each group of 8 sts.
Rows 7-10—Knit.
Row 11—Rep Row 5.
Row 12—Sl 4 sts dropping extra wraps, then cross 2 over 2 as
in Row 6 and knit these 4; *sl 8, cross, and knit as in Row 6;
rep from * on each group of 8 sts across row to last 4 sts, end
by crossing 2 over 2.
Rep Rows 1-12.

Figure 13

want to string many at once but it puts a lot of wear on your
yarns. Instead, string on 4-6 inches at one time. You’ll have
more ends to weave in at the end of your project, but your yarn
will be better for it. Use a needle and sewing thread to get
beads onto the yarn. Take a cut end of yarn and pass it through
the folded over thread (Figure 15). In this sample, the bead
ﬂoats between the knitted stitches and creates a ﬂuid fabric
(Figure 15a).

Figure 15

Knit The Beads As You Work. Add the beads on the front of stitch-

Figure 15a

es; this works well for an allover pattern. Knit to the point
where you want to place a bead. Pull one bead to the base of
the needle. Move yarn to front of work, slip the next stitch
purlwise making sure the bead is snug against the slipped stitch
(Figures 16 and 16a).

Figure 16
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KEEP RIBBON FROM TWISTING.

Ribbon yarn twists when knitting and it’s important that it be
kept ﬂat and untwisted. Winding the yarn on a “core” will help
to keep it ﬂat. If the yarn comes in a skein, put it on swift and
then wind it on a core (or double-pointed needle) keeping it
ﬂat as you wind. When ready to knit with the ribbon, put a
knitting needle through the opening of the core and balance
the needle on the edge of a bowl or poke the needle holding
the core through the sides of a box so the yarn unwinds ﬂat
(Figure 14).

Figure 16a

Insert The Bead As You Work. Knit to where you want the bead.

Figure 14

Insert one bead onto your stringing wire and push it onto the
stitch. Put the stitch back to left-hand needle and work as normal. The bead has become part of the fabric (Figure 17).

Figure 17
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WORKING WITH UNIQUE AND
SPECIAL YARNS
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MAKE KNITTING WITH MOHAIR EASIER.

It can be difficult to knit mohair because of the nap. Knit mohair with a blunter-tip knitting needle than a pointy one so you
don’t split the stitch or wrap just the hair portion of the yarn.
Fixing mistakes can be difficult too because the hair sticks to
itself. Try this method for ripping out--Put your needle in the
stitch you’re ripping and then pull the stitch out. You may
need to tug on it a bit. You can also try placing your knitting
into the freezer before you rip.
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STRETCH UNIQUE YARNS BY MAKING THE MOST OF THEM.

Handpainted yarns are simply gorgeous but they are a bit
pricey. Combine them with other yarns to stretch them
further.
Work them in a simple stripe 1x1 rib pattern with a solid color.
The contrast helps set off the yarn (Figure 18).

Figure 18

Use your handpainted yarn as a contrast color when knitting
a colorwork pattern. It looks like you’ve changed yarn colors
alot but the handpainted yarn just makes it look that way. Pick
a main color that is much lighter in value than all the colors in
the handpainted yarn (Figures 19 and 19a).
Figure 19

GET YOUR SHAPING RIGHT THE FIRST TIME WITH
HARD-TO-RIP-OUT FIBERS.

Using a long circular needle (or long straight one), knit both
sleeves at the same time from two balls of yarn working your
increases at the same time on each sleeve. By using this method, you’ll work your increases or decreases on both sleeves, on
the same row. When you ﬁnish one row of one sleeve, go ahead
and knit the next sleeve--always finish both sleeves so you
know which row is next. If you have one sleeve on each needle,
you won’t know which one to start with next.
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Figure 19a

Use handpainted yarn with a solid and switch handpainted
yarn throughout working two yarns together at the same time
or knit handpainted yarn by itself and then knit it together
with a solid yarn (Figure 20 and 20a). When knitting with two
yarns together, make sure to catch both yarns as you’re knitting. Avoid getting them tangled by keeping the two yarns in
a separate container. And remember to make a gauge swatch
using both yarns, not just one.

Figure 20

Figure 20a
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WORKING WITH UNIQUE AND
SPECIAL YARNS
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COLORWORK KNITTING

MINIMIZE COLOR POOLING WITH HANDPAINTED YARNS.

14
15
16

AVOID PULLING AND PUCKERING WHEN WORKING COLORWORK.

Handpainted, multi-colored yarns have a tendency to pool
(areas where the same color stack upon itself row-to-row). You
can minimize this pooling by ﬁrst winding two balls from the
same hank of yarn. Then, when working ﬂat, alternate the balls
of yarn at the end of every other row. When working in the
round, switch the yarn every row. These techniques will reduce
the chance of color stacking up.

Figure 21

FLOAT YARNS ON THE KNITTED SURFACE.

Woven knitting is a technique that creates ﬂoats on the front
of the fabric (Figures 21 [front] and 21a [back]). It’s not to be
confused with slip stitching, because unlike slip stitching, the
strand of yarn is woven back and forth through the knitting,
never knitted.

Make your stranded colorwork as even as possible--avoid
pulling and puckering by knitting your circular project inside
out. When you’re carrying two yarns at the same time, the
non-working yarn is being stranded and ﬂoats. When the
ﬂoats get pulled too tight, the knitting puckers. So ﬁrst off,
really stretch your work as you knit. Another tip is to turn
your work inside out and knit with the wrong-side facing-the yarn has a longer way to travel. Or if you prefer to knit
with right-side facing, knit your stitches at the top of the
loop versus the bottom. This technique will also give more
stretch to the fabric.

KNIT FLAWLESS COLORED STRIPES IN RIBBING.

Figure 21a

Woven knitting really shows off novelty yarns and ribbon
yarns, too--be careful to keep ribbon ﬂat as you’re working
(Figure 22).

Wonder how to achieve a crisp even stripe when ribbing?
On any given color-change row, knit completely across the
row--do not purl. After the color-change row is completed,
continue working in ribbing as per pattern. Look at the
difference in striping in the sample (Figure 24). The bottom
half is knitted in 1x1 rib as normal. The top half (above the
line) is knitted the ﬂawless method.

Figure 24

MAKE KNITTING INTARSIA EASIER AND GET RID OF TANGLES.

Figure 22

Tip: If you don’t want to drop your yarn each time, hold the
yarns as if you’re doing stranded colorwork. Since the ﬂoating
yarn isn’t worked, you’ll need to watch your tension so it’s not
too tight or loose.
Tip: Use any colorwork chart and work the color pattern in
ﬂoats, not in stitches (Figure 23).
Figure 23
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Intarsia knitting is notorious for strands of yarns getting
tangled up. A simple way to avoid the tangles is to use short
lengths of yarns, no more than one yard, and just let them
tangle. Because you’re working with short lengths, you can
easily untangle them as you go (Figure 25).
You can also make bobbins to hold your yarn lengths. Make
them out of poster board (Figure 25a). This shape allows you
to unravel as you need.

Figure 25

Figure 25a
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FINISHING TIPS
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Weave In Ends Using A Blunt Needle to pull the end through.
Take the needle and weave it into the back of the knit, then
thread the yarn into the needle end and pull it through the
path (Figure 26).
Weave In Ends Using A Crochet Hook to pull end through.
Starting from the other end of the path where you want to
weave in the end, insert the hook through the knit, grab the
yarn end, and carefully pull the hook back through the fabric
(Figure 27).

Figure 30

Brushed mohair, textured, or bulky yarns are hard to use as
a seaming yarn. Instead, choose a similar non-textured yarn
that is lighter in weight to seam. A modiﬁed mattress stitch
creates an invisible, bulk-free seam.

Figure 26

USE I-CORD FOR A FRINGE AND TASSEL.

Figure 30a

I-cord Fringe: Pick up stitches along the edge. Transfer these
stitches to a stitch holder (Figure 30). Working just the ﬁrst
three stitches from the holder, make a 3-stitch i-cord. Once
the cord is the desired length, work the next 3 stitches from
the holder (Figure 30a).

Sew The Ends In Place. Use a matching sewing thread, whipstitch the end into the knit (Figure 28).
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CREATE BULK-FREE SEAMS FOR GARMENTS KNITTED OUT OF HEAVY
OR NOVELTY YARNS.

ARE YOUR ENDS TOO SHORT TO WEAVE IN? TRY THESE METHODS.

Figure 27

I-cord Tassel: Make a group of i-cords (Figure 31). Lay piece
of yarn down, catch the end, and wrap tassel i-cords. Take
yarn tail, insert through loop, and pull tail until the end disappears (Figure 31a). Trim ends and your tassel is complete
(Figure 31b).

PLACE YOUR BUTTON AND BUTTONHOLES EVENLY.

Take a strip of no-stretch string or a piece of paper and make
it the length of exactly the beginning and ending points for
the buttons. Fold the string or paper into four equal segments. Mark these four segments with a Sharpie marker and
hold the string or paper up to the knitting (Figure 29). Place
markers or pins where the buttons are to be placed. You can
also mark the string or paper with size of button to know
how big to make the buttonhole (Figure 29a).

Figure 31

Figure 28
Figure 31a

Figure 31b
Figure 29
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KNIT A FRINGE THAT SPIRALS.

Corkscrew Fringe: Cast on as many stitches as desired (sample
is 7 stitches). On the very ﬁrst row, increase all the stitches
right away by knitting in the front and back of each stitch,
thereby doubling the number of stitches on the needle. In the
return row, bind off all the stitches. This rapid increase and
bind-off creates a spiral fringe (Figure 32).

Figure 32
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CREATE CORDS FOR CLOSURES.

Twisted Cords (great for projects requiring ties, such as baby
booties or hoodies): Cut eight strands of yarn to the same
length. Take all strands and make a loop at one end (Figure 33).
Slip the loop on to a ﬁxed point—one that you can pull tension against. Spin the cord in the same direction until the slack
is taken up and the yarns start to overtwist (Figure 33a). Place
one ﬁnger at midpoint and let the yarn double back on itself,
twisting it into a two-ply cord. Slip it off the anchor and knot
off the ends; trim (Figure 33b). You can use this same technique for special cords--use multi-colors or multi-textures or
ﬁne, delicate yarns to chunky (Figure 33c). You’ll need to adjust the numbers of strands depending on the desired thickness of the ﬁnal cord.

t8BUDI,OJUUJOH%BJMZ57PO1VCMJD5FMFWJTJPO
Figure 33a

t'JOENPSF%7%TBOEIVOESFETPGQBUUFSOT
BUJOUFSXFBWFTUPSFDPN

Figure 33b

Figure 33c
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DVDs

Invite top-notch knitwear
designers into your fiber
studio for one-on-one
knitting lessons!
NEW! Knitting from the Top Down with Wendy Bernard
In this workshop video, knitter extraordinaire Wendy Bernard
shares her expertise for knitting top-down sweaters and
demonstrates a top-down raglan pullover and a set-in sleeve
cardigan pattern. With the tips and techniques you’ll learn from
this step-by-step approach, you’ll become an expert on knitting
from the top down, and you can practice your skills with two free
patterns available with purchase of this workshop.

NEW! Knitting Creative Details: Designing Original
Knitwear with Vicki Square
In this workshop video, best-selling author Vicki Square shares
her expertise designing one-of-a-kind knitwear, with special
attention to the details. You’ll learn to envision your designs,
use schematics properly, embroidery techniques, and more. Plus,
you’ll have access to three free patterns shown on this video.

Shop Knitting Daily
Workshop DVDs at
your local yarn shops
and online at
InterweaveStore.com

